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Sir Chocolate Series
by Robbie & Michael Cheadle

Book 1 – Sir Chocolate and the strawberry cream berries

The adventures of Sir Chocolate and Lady Sweet in poetry form. Michael came up with the idea of Sir Chocolate

and Lady Sweet and many of the characters contained in the books, when he was ten years old. His ideas were

such fun that Robbie decided to turn them into little verse books for his entertainment. The book contains

recipes for children to make with adult assistance.

ISBN: (A5) 978-1-911070-72-6 (square) 978-1-911070-26-9 (ebook) 978-1-911070-41-2

Book 2 – Sir Chocolate and the baby cookie monster

Sir Chocolate and Lady Sweet find a lost baby cookie monster. Join them on an adventure to return the baby to

its mother and learn how to make some of their delicious recipes at the same time.

ISBN: (A5) 978-1-911070-94-8 (square) 978-1-911070-29-0 (ebook) 978-1-911070-47-4

Book 3 – Sir Chocolate and the sugar dough bees

A greedy snail damages the flower fields and the fondant bees are in danger of starving. Join Sir Chocolate on an

adventure to find the fruit drop fairies who have magic healing powers and discover how to make some of his

favourite foods on the way.

ISBN: (A5) 978-1-911070-64-1 (square) 978-1-911070-93-1 (ebook) 978-1-911070-65-8

Book 4 – Sir Chocolate and the condensed milk river

The condensed milk river where Sir Chocolate goes fishing has stopped flowing. The water creatures are losing

their homes. Can Sir Chocolate and Lady Sweet solve this problem? Five lovely new recipes are also included.

ISBN: (A5) 978-1-911070-91-7 (square) 978-1-912416-23-3 (ebook) 978-1-911070-92-4
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Robbie is a qualified chartered accountant and works in 

corporate finance specialising in advice relating to the listings 

requirements of various stock exchanges, in particular the JSE 

Limited, and takeover law. Robbie’s hobbies are writing 

poetry and children’s stories as well as baking and fondant art.

Find Robbie online 

https://robbiesinspiration.wordpress.com/ and on Facebook. 

She’s also on Twitter @bakeandwrite

Robbie and her son Michael are the authors and illustrators of 

the Sir Chocolate Series, also published by TSL Publications. 

Silly Willy Goes to Cape Town was Robbie’s first full length 

novel. Robbie has also written adult books under Roberta 

Eaton Cheadle. See more at 

https://www.robbiecheadle.co.za/

Reviews

This is really lovely. As I read it for the first time I could imagine myself reading it to my niece when she was

little and see her getting excited and wanting to bake. So much better than giving a child an iPad to entertain

themselves! Sadly so many children are not taught basic cookery skills anymore, baking was one of the best ways

I bonded with both my niece and nephew.
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